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Abstract 

The heat generated in the bath region of high-amperage re-
duction cells has to be dissipated in a controlled manner to 
establish a stable side ledge which protects the potlining suf-
ficiently. This can be achieved by designing the potlining of 
the cells using thermo-electric simulations which also take 
into account the cooling effect of the shell cradles. In cases 
of spatial restrictions, due to short distances inside the pot, 
strong metal flow against the ledge or insufficient ventilation 
between the pot shells, additional cooling fins welded to the 
pot shell can be used to avoid "hot spots" and vanishing side 
ledge thickness. 
The position and dimensions of such cooling fins can be de-
signed using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simu-
lations of the heat transfer conditions, assuming turbulent 
natural convection of the ambient air. The local heat transfer 
coefficients determined in this way can be implemented in 
thermo-electric heat balance models, thus offering the pos-
sibility to optimize the dimensions of the cooling fins and to 
analyze the impact of different ventilation conditions. Ex-
amples of computational results for different fin configura-
tions are given. The calculated temperature fields and heat 
fluxes are compared to corresponding plant measurements. 

Introduction 

Driven by the economic attractiveness of exploiting the in-
stalled capacity to the utmost, aluminium smelters around 
the world are increasing amperage beyond the technologi-
cal design limit. This general trend, often called "capacity 
creep", runs the risk of being accompanied by a deteriora-
tion in the magneto-hydrodynamic performance of the pots 

and a disturbance of the energy balance with the disadvan-
tage of loosing side ledge and premature pot failures. In-
creasing the current load above its design limit of the cell 
technology installed typically results in an enhanced ten-
dency towards magneto-hydrodynamic instabilities ("metal 
pad roll"). This normally causes an increase in the equilib-
rium anode-cathode distance and a corresponding increase 
in the mean heating power. 
The electromagnetic forces driving the metal and bath-flow 
field also increase with the higher current load. Hence, 
the heat transferred from the liquid metal and bath to the 
side ledge is intensified and may result in a weakening 
of the cell's side ledge. From this, it is obvious that, at 
the boosted amperage, effects associated with the magneto-
hydrodynamics of the cell result in an increase in the thermal 
load on the cell's sides. This direct rise in the thermal load is 
caused by the increase in the heating power of the reduction 
cell due to the higher amperage. About 50 % of the surplus 
of the energy input - compared with the design value for the 
cell technology installed - must be dissipated as heat losses 
mainly along the long sides of the cell. 
There are two ways of coping with the excess of heating 
power to be dissipated: through the installation of modified 
cathodes and/or modification to the pot shell to sustain an 
increased heat transfer to the ambience. The installation of 
modified cathodes with a change over from semigraphitic to 
fully graphitized blocks is often done in contunction with the 
anticipated increase in current load. A certain drawback of 
this migration path is the long-lasting coexistence of differ-
ent cathodes in the potroom population. However, due to the 
better thermal conductivity of fully graphitized blocks, the 
extra amount of heating power can be dissipated to a certain 
degree due to the higher pot-shell temperatures. 
To avoid too high shell temperatures that could result in a 
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weakening of the shell stiffness, additional cooling fins are 
often welded in this case to critical sections of the shell struc-
ture. In the following, some general remarks about govern-
ing heat transfer mechanism from the cell interior to the am-
bience are made. Design criteria for cooling fins are given 
and the impact on the heat transfer coefficient is clarified and 
compared to plant measurements. The convective heat trans-
fer caused by the additional cooling fins was evaluated using 
the CFD code FIDAP. The resulting heat transfer coefficients 
were subsequently introduced into the fully 3-dimensional 
thermo-electrical Finite-Element model of reduction cells. 
This step-by-step approach results in a more realistic de-
scription of the boundary conditions and their impact on the 
calculated side ledge contour, temperature field and heat bal-
ance for a given load case. 

Conductive Heat Transfer 

A simple 1-dimensional estimate for the description of the 
heat transfer from the interior of the cell to the ambience can 
be used to determine the maximum heat loss of the shell at 
the height of the metal/bath interface and the maximum shell 
temperature Tw, cf. Figure 1. 

Figure 1: Geometry of the cell model 

The heat transfer resistances due to convection at the side 
ledge Rin and shell Rout are added up together with the re-
sistances of the conducting materials to give the total heat 
transfer resistance Rtot: 

Riot — Rin + R-ledge + Rramm + Rslab + Rshell + Rout 0 ) 

Note that the convective heat transfer resistance is defined as 
Ri — I/en with the heat transfer coefficient a< [W/m2K}. 
The conductive resistances Ri — di/\t axe calculated us-
ing the thickness dj of a material and its conductivity Aj 
for the side ledge, ramming paste, side slab and shell plate. 
For the heat transfer coefficients at the side ledge, a value of 
800 W/m2K is reasonable [3] although this value depends 
on the flow pattern of the liquid bath and metal. For the 
heat transfer coefficient of the steel plate, a value of 18-20 
W/m2K can be taken from plant measurements. The fol-
lowing table gives this 1-dimensional estimate for a 165 kA 
reduction cell: 

Region 

Bath -»Ledge 
Ledge 
Ramming 
Side slab 
Steel shell 
Shell ->Air 
Bath -»Air 

d 
M 
-
0.088 
0.153 
0.060 
0.019 
-
0.320 

A a 
[W/mK] [W/rn^K] 

800 
1.2 
5.2 
24. 
44. 

18.6 

R 
{m2K/W] 

0.0013 
0.0733 
0.0294 
0.0025 
0.0004 
0.0538 
0.1607 

From the example shown, the maximum total heat flux 
can be estimated, assuming a bath/metal temperature of 
Tin = 940°C and a reference temperature To = 15°C for 
the ambience, to be qtot — 5,756 W/m?. From this value, 
the maximum shell temperature can be calculated, i.e. 
Tw = Tbath - qtot * Rinside = 324°C. Both figures are an 
upper estimate because the general heat flux direction per-
pendicular to the shell wall neglects heat fluxes in the verti-
cal direction, especially within the side slab. 
For the heat transfer resistance to the ambience at the shell 
wall (Rout), the combined heat transfer mechanism com-
prising conduction, convection and radiation, has to be taken 
into account. From elemental heat transfer theory for this 
network of parallel heat transfer resistances we get: 

Rout = i — • (2) 
D , "T CKconv r (%rad 
Icond 

where the thermal conductive heat flux of the shell 

Icond = l/Rcond * {Tw ~ To) (3) 

is very small and can be treated as part of the convective 
heat flux. In the following sections, estimations for the heat 
fluxes due to convection and radiation will be given and sub-
sequently refined by means of a 3-dimensional Computa-
tional Fluid Dynamics (CFD) approach. 

Convective Heat Transfer 

Natural convection caused by the buoyancy flow field of hot 
air at the steel shell and forced convection, e.g. due to exter-
nal wind forces, have to be taken into account to determine 
the total convective heat transfer at the shell's side. Both 
can be treated using proven expressions for the Nusselt num-
ber (Nu ), thermal conductivity of the hot air (A„,;r) and the 
height of the flow length at the shell (h): 

Qconv = Otconv ' {Tw ~ T0) (4) 
with aconv = Nu A a i r / h . (5) 

For a high shell temperature and a long acceleration path 
along the shell, the convection flow with the local ve-
locity uconv PS \/ff Pair {Tw -To) h becomes turbulent. 
The corresponding Reynolds number is easily described by 
Re = \/Ra, see [4], 
The Nusselt number describing the turbulent natural convec-
tive heat transfer (Nunat) is best expressed as a function of 
the Rayleigh and Prandtl number according to the following 
equation, see [5]: 

Nunat = [0.825 + 0.387 {Ra * f{Pr))1/6] (6) 
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with f(Pr) = 
( i + W ) 9 ' 1 8 ) 

TeJS 0.348 for Pr « 0.7. 

Calculated Nusselt numbers for natural convection are plot-
ted in Figure 2 against the temperature of the shell's wall. 
For the typical temperature range of 300-350°C, the Nusselt 
number can be estimated to be about Nunat = 500. 

400 

Figure 2: Natural convection versus shell temperature. 

A tremendous increase in the total heat flux can be achieved 
by applying an external air flow to the shell's side, e.g. wind 
flow or, in the extreme case, the application of air lances. In 
this case the Nusselt number representing the impact of the 
external air flow (Nuext) is best described using the follow-
ing relations for the laminar {Re < 10,000) and turbulent 
flow condition {Re > 400,000) along a vertical plate: 

Nllturb = 

NuUm = 0.664 sfRe~ \fp~r 

0.037Re08 Pr 

(7) 

(8) 1 + 2.443 Re~0-1 {Pr2/3 - 1) ' 

Nuext = y/Nujam + Nu2
turb. (9) 

Together with the Nusselt contribution resulting from natural 
convection, the total Nusselt number for the vertical plate 
case is finally calculated to be: 

Nu tot $JNulat + Nu3 
ext (10) 

In Figure 3, the total Nusselt number is plotted against the 
air velocity wcon„ [m/s]. 
For typical air velocities near reduction shell plates of 2-4 
m/s, the total heat transfer is larger than the just calculated 
for natural convection by a factor of two. 

Heat Transfer by Radiation 

The third contribution to the total heat flux can be attributed 
to radiation. Denoting shell wall and ambience temperature 
as absolute temperatures TWK and T0K, respectively, the 
Boltzmann law yields the following expression for the cor-
responding heat flux: 

Qrad — . \*WK 1OK) (ID 

Figure 3: Forced convection versus air velocity. 

The proportionality is defined by the Boltzmann constant a, 
the emissivity of the shell, e = 0.95, the viewfactor >p be-
tween the hot shell to the surroundings and the shell size A. 
A heat transfer coefficient for the radiation can be defined by 
dividing equation (11) by the temperature difference from 
shell to the air, ATW = (TWK - T0K)-

O-rad = 
efo(T^ WK ■nK) 

A {TWK - T0K) 
(12) 

All three heat fluxes add up to a total heat transfer coefficient 
which will be studied in the following section: 

atot = -j 1- Jyutot —j-
(lair M 

+ 
£V°(TWK-TZK) 

A (TWK - T0K) 
(13) 

The individual contribution of the three governing heat trans-
fer mechanisms - conduction, convection and radiation - is 
given in Figure 4 as a function of the shell wall temperature 
on a logarithmic scale. 

J 

Conduction 

200 

T w t °C ] 

Figure 4: Heat Flux due to conduction, convection and radi-
ation. 

The smallest part of some W/m? is caused by conduction, 
while up to about 100°C convection as well as radiation 
contribute the same amount with heat fluxes of some 1,000 
W/m2. Radiation becomes more and more prominent for 
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shell temperatures above 100 °C and, for shells with tem-
peratures as high as 400°C, radiation causes about 65 % of 
the total heat losses. 

Convective/Radiative Shell Model 

The expressions for the total heat loss as given in the pre-
vious section giving a rough estimate of the maximum shell 
temperature and heat losses with respect to some few ad-
ditional information like bath and ambient temperature and 
air velocity. However, the underlying elemental heat trans-
fer theory implies heat transfer along a vertical wall with 
constant temperature and without cradles. To gain addi-
tional information regarding the influence of realistic shell 
temperature fields and geometries of shell wall and cradles, 
a fully 3-dimensional CFD model was developed based on 
the CFD code FIDAP. The model comprises coupled turbu-
lent convection as well as radiation. The actual example is 
taken from a 165 kA reduction cell with experimental shells 
equipped with four cooling fins between two adjacent cra-
dles. Plant measurements of shell temperature and heat flux 
for these experimental pots and standard pots with plain pot 
shells indicate a feasible effect on the maximum shell tem-
perature and heat flux [9]. The geometry of the solution do-
main comprising half a shell section between two adjacent 
cradles and cooling fins is given in Figure 5. 

of this model agree well with plant measurements [8,9]. 
The implementation of the convective/radiative shell model 
using the CFD code FTDAP features the following approxi-
mations: 

The simulation was performed assuming natural con-
vection, only. Hence the predicted results can be re-
garded as a worst case simulation of the cooling con-
ditions. For the buoyancy driven convection flow, the 
Boussinesq approximation of an incompressible fluid 
was used [7]. 

As discussed above, the natural convection at a 300 °C 
hot shell is a weak turbulent flow with a Reynolds num-
ber of Re « 68,000. Therefore a K.E.-model with 
a high dissipation rate of 5% was used. Tests with 
the Mixing-Length-model resulted in the same order of 
thermal and momentum boundary layer thickness. 

The radiation was included as a black body radiation 
term. Alternative solutions based on grey radiation 
with a detailed viewfactor calculation yielded simi-
lar results assuming a high emissivity steel shell with 
e = 0.95. For standard calculations, however, this ap-
proach turned out to be too much storage intensive. 

Figure 5: Geometry of the convection model 

Note, that in the actual example the steel cradles are not fully 
welded to the shell wall. This insulating effect in the contact 
zone was modelled by a thin insulating board with a thermal 
conductivity of 1.7 W/mK. The thermal boundary condi-
tion of the interior side of the cell was taken as a temperature 
field for the side slab and lining material. These values were 
calculated using the fully 3-dimensional thermo-electrical 
reduction cell model described previously [1,2]. The results 

Temperatures in the inflow area at the bottom of the flow re-
gion and at the side opposite the shell, the "infinite area", 
were set to the reference temperature TQ = 15°C 

Shell at Re=68712 TEMPERATURE 
CONTOUR PLOT! 

LEGEND 
■ 0.1000E+03 
■0.15QOE+O3 
-0.2000Et.03 
0.2500E+03 

MINIMUM 
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VIEW DIRECTION 
VX 0.100E+01 
VY 0.100E+01 
VZ 0.100E+01 
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F IDAP 7.60 
3Sep98 
18:05:53 

Figure 6: Temperatures of a plain shell 

The left and right sides of the flow region are symmetry 
planes and no crossover of the air flow was allowed. The 
top face, i.e. the outflow area, was subject to an environ-
mental pressure condition. Normally the "infinite area" will 
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be restricted by the busbar system. Therefore only a vertical 
flow was allowed. Heat exchange with the busbars was not 
considered. 
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Figure 7: Convective flow field at a plain shell 
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Figure 8: Shell temperature, total heat flux and total heat 
transfer coefficient at a plain shell 

Figure 6 depicts the temperature distribution of the plain 
shell before installing the cooling fins. In the center between 

the cradles and at the height of bath and metal, there is a hot 
area of about 7Vmo, = 323°C. The corresponding velocity 
vector field of the ambient air is shown in Figure 7. 
The plot indicates the increasing air velocities with increas-
ing shell height. The maximum velocity at the upper border 
of the shell was calculated to be 1.8 mis. Along the right 
hand side symmetry plane of the model, the shell tempera-
ture, total heat flux and total heat transfer coefficient were 
plotted versus the shell height, c.f. Figure 8. 
The maximum convective heat flux in the hot area is ex-
pected to be about 6,000 W/m2. Two measured heat fluxes 
are given in the plot as little triangles. The agreement with 
the calculated fluxes is reasonable. The total heat transfer co-
efficient as defined by equation (13) starts at the shell bottom 
of about 12 W/m2K and increases in parallel with temper-
ature and total heat flux to a maximum of 22 W/m^K. 
The impact of four cooling fins measuring 12x 100x515 mm, 
cf. Figure 5, was simulated applying similar boundary con-
ditions as those for the plain shell case. In particular, the 
thermal boundary condition in the interior of the cell was 
kept. Preliminary simulations with the thermo-electrical 
model indicate that the temperature field along the interior 
side of the side slab is affected only to a minor degree by the 
heat transfer coefficient at the shell boundary. 
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Figure 9: Temperature at the shell with cooling fins 

Figure 9 depicts the temperature distribution of the shell with 
cooling fins and should be compared with Figure 6. The hot 
area in the center between the cradles is now divided by the 
fins, as can be seen from the appearance of the 250°C con-
tour line. In the chimney-like area between cradle and the 
left cooling fin, the convective flow field in Figure 10 is sig-
nificantly broadened compared with the plain shell case. The 
maximum velocity is slightly reduced by about 0.1 m/s. 
More detailed information is given in Figure 11 for the shell 
temperature, total heat flux and total heat transfer coefficient. 
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Figure 10: Convective flow field at the shell with cooling fins 
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Figure 11: Shell temperature, total heat flux and total heat 
transfer coefficient at shell with cooling fins 

The measured values for the shell temperature and heat flux 
at three different heights agree reasonably with the predicted 
natural convection case. Compared to the plain shell case in 
Figure 8, the maximum shell temperature in the hot area at 
the height of the metal pad is reduced by about 20 °C and 
the corresponding heat flux is lowered by about 500 W/m2. 

One can conclude that the main effect of the cooling fins 
was not to increase the heat flux of the shell but to distribute 
the temperature loads and protect the shell from overheating 
and subsequent thermal deformations. In cases of critical 
cell states and strong metal pad flow directed towards the 
cell sides, the fins will enlarge the effective radiation surface 
and ensure a stable convection flow at its outer region. 

Designing Cooling Fins 

To configure the cooling fins in an appropriate way, the flow 
pattern of the convective air flow has to be considered and 
the thermal and momentum layer has to be estimated. For 
the shell with the cooling fins, both boundary layers are plot-
ted in Figure 12 against the distance to the shell for 3 differ-
ent heights at the shell. 
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Figure 12: Temperature distribution and velocity profile at 
the shell 

The thickness of both boundary layers depends on the con-
vection velocity, hence on the Reynolds number, that is in-
creasing along the convection path. The ratio is proportional 
to the Prandtl number Pr » 0.7. 
If two fins are very close to each other, the boundary layer 
of both sides merge and a hot air corridor can occur between 
the fins. In this case the temperature difference driving the 
convection becomes too small and the total heat flux stag-
nates. The radiative shell is then faced with a hot air wall 
which further reduces the radiating heat flux. In extreme 
cases, the situation becomes worse compared with the plain 
shell case. Therefore, the distance between the fins should 
be larger than the momentum boundary layer. The depth and 
thickness of the fins should be optimized by the heat flux 
function of a fin at a constant air temperature [10], 

Qfin = (XfinATw 
tanh(Md) 

Wd ; M = - / 2 a / * 
^finb 

(14) 
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At least with a depth of d = 20 cm, which will be large 
enough to reach outside the thermal boundary layer, and a 
thickness b = 1.5 cm based on a 20 cm wide shell strip the 
heat flux could be increased by 76% compared to the plane 
shell. 

Conclusion 

The general trend of exploiting the installed smelter capacity 
by boosting the amperage beyond the technological design 
limit results in a surplus of heating power that has to be dis-
sipated along the shell sides. From a 1 -dimensional model, 
the governing contribution made by conduction, convection 
as well as radiation can be estimated. This allows a rough 
prediction of the maximum shell temperature and heat flux. 
The total heat flux of the thermal shell losses is mainly gov-
erned by the combined convective/radiative effects. 
More detailed information can be gained by a fully 3-
dimensional convective/radiative model of the steel shell. 
Such a model is developed and allows the prediction of the 
impact of additional cooling fins welded to the shell plate 
on the total heat losses. For an actual example, reasonable 
agreement between the measured and calculated shell tem-
perature and heat flux was found, assuming the case of natu-
ral convection. Choosing the dimension as well as the loca-
tion of the cooling fins welded to the shell plate, the size of 
the thermal and momentum boundary layer has to be taken 
into account to prevent in extreme cases a worsening of the 
situation compared to the plain shell case. 
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Notation 

Pair 

1]air 

^■air 

Pair 

a 

Q 

Q 

[1/*1 
[kg/ms] 

[W/mK] 

[kg/m3] 

[W/m2K] 

[W] 

[W/m2] 

Thermal expansion coefficient of air 
Dynamic viscosity of air 
Thermal conductivity of air 
Density of air 
Heat transfer coefficient 
Heat 
Heat flux 

g = 9.81 
(7 = 5.67£ - 8 
TK = -273.17 

" = ? 
Nu = gf 
Pr=c-f 
Re = l/pU*L* 

[m/s2] 

[W/m2 

[°C] 

[rrr 

[} 

[] 
[] 

C r _ 90(Tw~To)h
3 n 

Ra = Gr* Pr 
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